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About This Game

● 90 levels on 3 different zones
● collecting various jewelry

● rescue his friends
● addressing various puzzles

● 4 bonuses, givin 5d3b920ae0
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These are not the dank memes you are looking for. Great. My 5y old son loves Danko. No timer, no cruelty and forgiving
approach where even a kid can restart the map.. This game is far superior than anything I have ever played. The story is
absolutely heart wrenching and has a climax worth dying for. The characters are real and believable, the graphics are
outstanding and the gameplay is just outstanding and next generation, if you have the $2 pick this up, you wont be dissapointed..
It's a nice little time killer for a few bucks. Difficulty isn't too hard and there are enough levels offering a variety of solutions
for completion or even perfection of each one. Asside from different obstacles there is also a bunch of enemies with different
movement patterns. Good for kids too since there are no timers and you can think through possible solutions witout feeling the
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pressure. The only problem I have is getting 3 stars on Area 2 - Level 29 due to a bunch of rocks blocking my path on the way
up, when I enter the portal to collect the downmost fruit (needed for 3 stars). This is the only star I'm missing in the whole
game.. Nice game. Bought it because it reminded me of Boulderdash. My only gripe is the movement speed which feels too
sluggish. It would be nice if I could adjust the speed.. This game is far superior than anything I have ever played. The story is
absolutely heart wrenching and has a climax worth dying for. The characters are real and believable, the graphics are
outstanding and the gameplay is just outstanding and next generation, if you have the $2 pick this up, you wont be dissapointed..
I was on the fence about suicide, but thanks to this game i finnaly decided to end it all.. Great. My 5y old son loves Danko. No
timer, no cruelty and forgiving approach where even a kid can restart the map.
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